
What About Me?What About Me?

Attention is a real need–for kids and for all of us! The tricky
part is learning how to get positive attention. 

What About Me? 12 Ways to Get Your Parents’ Attention Without
Hitting Your Sister is a charming and relatable picture book that
shows children kind, helpful, and creative ways to ask for the
attention they crave.

  12 Ways to Get Your Parents’ Attention12 Ways to Get Your Parents’ Attention

  (Without Hitting Your Sister)(Without Hitting Your Sister)  

  
by Eileen Kennedy-Moore

 

Start by reading What About Me?  aloud.
Leave the book somewhere convenient, so children can easily
look through it on their own.
Be alert to children’s efforts to try the strategies in the book and
acknowledge these warmly.

How to Use the Book 

A guide for parents, teachers, and child care providers



How is the boy feeling at the beginning of the book?
Why do you think that grownups sometimes don’t pay
attention to kids?
Why is being kind or helpful a better way to get
attention than hitting?
Which strategy for getting attention is your favorite?
Why is it your favorite?
How is the boy feeling at the end of the book?
What is your favorite thing to do with a special grown-
up? (Your mother, father, babysitter, grandparent, aunt,
uncle, etc.)

Suggested discussion questions: 

What’s the best thing about having a brother or sister? 
What’s the worst thing about having a brother or sister?
Do you think it's easier to be an older sibling or a
younger sibling? Why?
What are some good ways to get your brother or sister
to pay attention to you?

For children with siblings:

Here are some questions you may want to
ask to help children connect with the book.

Be sure to follow children's interest and
don't ask too many questions at one time.  If

they don't feel like discussing the story,
they'll still benefit from hearing its gentle

and affirming message.



Additional activities
for teachers and librarians:

Have children role play several of
the strategies, with some children
being the adults and others the
kids. (Use puppets if kids are self-
conscious or shy.)

Vote Pretend

Ask children to vote on their
favorite strategy from the
book.

Ask children to each select a strategy
to try at home–with a parent or other
special adult--and then report back to
the class what happened. If results
were disappointing, children can
brainstorm about different strategies
or different times or circumstances
that might lead to happier outcomes.

Ask

Have children ask their parents, caregivers or other adults
which ways to get attention the adults prefer.

Have children draw pictures of
themselves trying the strategies.
Compile the drawings in a book or post
them on a bulletin board with a title
such as, “What About Us? How We Get
Attention in Kind, Helpful Ways.” Use
an instant or digital camera to take
pictures of children demonstrating the
different helpful and kind ways of
getting attention.

ShowTry



Fun Activity:
Attention-Getting Hats

1 12 x 18-inch sheet of construction paper pencil
scissors
long ruler or yardstick
transparent tape

Optional: felt-tip markers, stickers, rubber stamps, ribbon and
other items for decorating the hat or writing child’s name.

Materials

Library and bookstore story hours
The first day of school
Identifying kids by name or team Party and camp
activities

This quick and easy project is appropriate for:
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1. DRAW. Draw light diagonal lines,
corner to corner, on a sheet of 12 x
18-inch construction paper, using a
ruler or yardstick and a pencil.

2. MEASURE. Along each diagonal
line, measure in seven inches from
the corners. Mark this point.

From this point, draw a line to the
short side of the paper. This line will
be parallel to the long sides of the
paper. With these lines, you will
create triangles that are
approximately 7 x 5-3/4 x 4 inches.

3. CUT. Cut out triangles and cut
each remaining side piece into four
strips.

4. DECORATE. Decorate front, back
and top of hat as desired with
names, stickers, rubber stamps,
ribbon, etc.

5. FOLD AND CURL. Fold some paper
strips accordian-style. Older children
can curl other strips around pencils.

6. TAPE. Assemble hat, overlapping
back sides with fronts before taping
outside and inside.

Instructions
 

 For adults and children older than 5, all steps 1-6. For young children
and those who have difficulty measuring and cutting, start at step 4

with sheets precut by someone else.
 



Bingo

How to use: Place a penny or sticker on each square after you try that way to get noticed. Twelve stickers means
“Bingo! You’re a great kid!” and you receive a certificate.
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We hope you found this Discussion Guide
of What About Me? helpful. Look for more

books, Mini-Guides, articles, and videos at:
 
 

EileenKennedyMoore.com
and 

DrFriendtastic.com (For kids)
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